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In this work we construct and estimate the parameters of error-correcting

codes on algebraic surfaces whose Néron-Severi group has low rank. If the rank

of the Néron-Severi group of a surface is 1, the intersection of this surface with

an irreducible surface of lower degree will be an irreducible curve, and this

allows the construction of ”good” codes and we can have a good estimate for

its parameters. Surfaces with rank 1 and many points are not easy to find,

but we are able to find some surfaces with low rank that gave us ”good” codes

too. We also present an efficient decoding algorithm for such codes. It is

based on the realization of the code as an LDPC code, and it was inpired by

the Luby-Mitzenmacher algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

On June 10, 2003 NASA launched Spirit, the first of two rovers as part

of the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) Mission. One of the primary scientific

goals of the MER Mission is to search for and characterize a wide range of

rocks and soils that hold clues to past water activity on Mars. For that,

the rover collects information on site, and sends it back to Earth through

its antennas. Considering the distance involved (it ranges from 35 million to

250 million miles), the signal arriving on Earth is weakened by a huge factor

(the square of the distance!), and is very susceptible to interferences on the

way. How can we assure that the information received here corresponds to

the correct data sent from Mars? And in case some noise is added to the

message, how can we recover the original one? That is what error-detecting

and error-correcting codes were created for. For the record, in this particular

case of the MER Mission, NASA used a modern version of concatenated Reed-

Solomon/Viterbi-decoded convolutional code.

Generally speaking, whenever data is transferred or stored, we want

to be able to detect the addition of any noise to the data retrieved, and if

noise was added, we would like to recover the original, correct information.
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So an error correcting code is a method of encoding data with the purpose of

retrieving the correct information in case the encoded message is corrupted.

This is made possible by the addition of redundancy. One of the primary goals

of coding theorists is the creation of codes having high capacity of detection

and correction, but with minimal redundancy.

C. E. Shannon proved in 1948 that the construction of codes with min-

imal overhead was possible [13], and this minimal bound is now known as the

Shannon Limit. His work made clear that long codes would be required to

approach the channel capacity (and this is the main reason why my work con-

cerns the construction of codes on algebraic surfaces, as it will become clearer

later). Unfortunately, his proof is not constructive, and the construction of

long codes approaching the channel limit has been heavily pursued since then.

1.1 Linear codes

Let Fq be the finite field with q elements, and Fq
n the n-dimensional

vector space over Fq.

Definition 1.1.1. Given a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fq
n, define the weight of a as

w(a) = #{ i | ai 6= 0}.

Definition 1.1.2. Given a = (a1, . . . , an) and b = (b1, . . . , bn) elements of Fq
n,

define the Hamming distance between a and b as

d(a, b) = #{ i | ai 6= bi}.
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It is immediate the verification that the Hamming distance is a metric on Fq
n.

Observe that since Fq
n is a linear space, we can define the distance from a to

b also as d(a, b) = w(a− b), since d(a, b) = d(a− b, 0).

Definition 1.1.3. A linear code C of length n over the alphabet Fq is a linear

subspace of Fq
n. A codeword is an element of C. The dimension of C is its

dimension as Fq-vector space.

Definition 1.1.4. Given a code C 6= 0, its minimum distance is defined as

d(C) = min{ d(a, b) | a, b ∈ C, a 6= b}.

Observe that we can define the minimum distance of C also as

d(C) = min{ w(a) | a ∈ C, a 6= 0},

since C is linear. A code of length n, dimension k and minimum distance d is

often referred to as a [n, k, d] code.

Given a code C with minimum distance d, if t = [(d−1)/2] (where [a] denotes

the integer part of a), we say that C is (d − 1)-error detecting and t-error

correcting. Let us explain these concepts better. Given a codeword c and a

vector v ∈ Fq
n of weight at most d− 1, we have that c + v can not be another

codeword, since the distance between any two codewords is at least d, and the

distance between c and c+v is at most d−1. So C can detect errors of weight

at most d − 1. Now, consider the spheres centered at the codewords of C,

with radius t (using the metric defined by the Hamming distance). Observe
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that no two of these spheres intersect, since t is less than half of the distance

between the centers of any two spheres. So if v ∈ Fq
n is a vector of weight at

most t, c is a codeword, and the word c + v is received, the code can correctly

interpret the message c + v as c, since the only sphere that contains c + v

is the one centered at c. That is the reason we say C is t-error correcting.

Large minimal distance gives better correction capacity, and large dimension

gives more codewords. It would be great to have codes with arbitrarily large

dimensions and minimal distances, but the sum of these two cannot exceed

the length of the code by more than 1, as we see in the proposition below,

known as the Singleton Bound.

Proposition 1.1.1. The parameters n, k and d of a code C satisfy the in-

equality k + d ≤ n + 1.

Proof: Let V be the linear subspace of Fq
n defined by V = Fq

d−1⊕{0}, where

0 is the zero vector in Fq
n−d+1. As the minimum distance of C is d, we have

C ∩ V = {0}. But then

k + (d− 1) = dim(C) + dim(V ) =

dim(C + V ) + dim(C ∩ V ) = dim(C + V ) ≤ n,

resulting in k + d− 1 ≤ n, or k + d ≤ n + 1.

Definition 1.1.5. A code whose parameters satisfy the equality k+d = n+1

is called a maximum separable code , often referred to as a MDS code.
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Definition 1.1.6. A generator matrix for a code C of length n and dimension

k is a k × n matrix whose rows form a basis for C.

Definition 1.1.7. The canonical inner product on Fq
n is defined by

〈a, c〉 =

n
∑

i=1

aici

for a = (a1, . . . , an) and c = (c1, . . . , cn) in Fq
n.

Definition 1.1.8. The dual of a code C ⊆ Fq
n is defined by

C⊥ = { a ∈ Fq
n| 〈a, c〉 = 0 for all c ∈ C},

Definition 1.1.9. A parity check matrix H for a code C is defined as a gener-

ator matrix for C⊥. It is called parity check matrix because H · ct = 0 if and

only if c ∈ C.

1.2 Goppa codes

Let C be an algebraic curve of genus g defined over Fq.

Definition 1.2.1. The free abelian group (additively written) generated by

the Fq-rational points of C is called the divisor group of C/Fq. The elements

of the divisor group are called divisors of C/Fq, so a divisor is a formal sum

D =
∑

P∈C/Fq

nPP

with nP ∈ Z.
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Definition 1.2.2. The support of a divisor D is defined by

supp(D) := {P ∈ C/Fq | nP 6= 0}.

Definition 1.2.3. Given 0 6= f ∈ Fq(C), let Z be the set of zeros of f and N

be the set of poles of f . Define the zero divisor of f by

(f)0 =
∑

P∈Z

mP P,

where mP is the multiplicity of P as a zero of f . Define the pole divisor of f

by

(f)∞ =
∑

P∈N

mP P,

where mP is the multiplicity of P as a pole of f . Define the divisor of f by

(f) = (f)0 − (f)∞.

A divisor given by (f) where f ∈ Fq(C) is said to be a principal divisor.

Definition 1.2.4. A divisor D =
∑

P∈C/Fq
nPP is said to be effective (denoted

by D ≥ 0) if nP ≥ 0 for all P . We can also define a partial ordering on the

divisor group by

D1 ≥ D2 ⇐⇒ D1 −D2 ≥ 0.

Definition 1.2.5. Two divisors D1 and D2 on a curve C are said to be linearly

equivalent (denoted by D1 ∼ D2) if there exists f ∈ Fq(C) such that

D1 −D2 = (f).

Observe that ∼ is an equivalence relation.

6



In the eighties the Russian mathematician and engineer V. D. Goppa [6] in-

troduced the idea of constructing error-correcting codes on algebraic curves by

evaluating spaces of functions on points of a curve. Let D = P1 +P2 + ...+Pn

and G be divisors on the curve C (defined over Fq) such that supp(D) ∩

supp(G) = φ. Let

L(G) = {f ∈ Fq(C) | (f) ≥ −G} ∪ {0}.

Observe that L(G) is a Fq-vector space. The Geometric Goppa code associated

with the divisors D and G is defined as the image of the map

ϕ : L(G) −→ Fq
n

f 7−→ (f(P1), f(P2), ..., f(Pn))

The dimension of the geometric Goppa code associated with the divisors D and

G is the dimension of the image of the map ϕ, which is dim(L(G))−ker(ϕ), and

clearly ker(ϕ) = dim(L(G−D)), so the dimension is dim(L(G))−dim(L(G−

D)). To estimate the minimal distance, we assume that the image of the map

ϕ is not zero, and choose f ∈ L(G) such that the weight of ϕ(f) is d. So n−d

points in the support of D are zeros of f , say Pi1 , . . . , Pin−d
. So f 6= 0 and

f ∈ L(G− (Pi1 , . . . , Pin−d
)) which implies

0 ≤ deg(G− (Pi1 , . . . , Pin−d
)) = deg G− n + d,

implying d ≥ n − deg G. Observe that deg(G − (Pi1 , . . . , Pin−d
)) ≥ 0 follows

from the general fact that L(A) 6= {0} ⇐⇒ ∃A1 ∼ A, A1 ≥ 0. The Riemann-

Roch theorem ([9] Theorem 1.3, IV) gives us a good estimate for the dimension
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of the code when the degree of G is less than n. In this case, the map ϕ is

injective, and k = dim(G) ≥ deg(G) + 1− g.

The parameters of a Goppa code can be completely described, and in some

sense they are optimal, considering that some of them are MDS codes.

The construction introduced by Goppa motivated the search for curves

with many points, over a finite field. We know that the bound on the number

of Fq-rational points on a curve C depends on the genus g of the curve. The

following result was first proved by Hasse for curves of genus 1, and later by

Weil [22] in its generality.

Theorem 1.2.1. (Hasse-Weil Bound) The number Nq of Fq-rational points

on a curve C of genus g satisfies the inequality

|Nq − (q + 1)| ≤ 2g
√

q.

In general, the Hasse-Weil bound is sharp, i.e there are examples of

curves attaining equality. But there are situations in which this bound can be

improved. For instance, if q is not a square, we have the trivial improvement

|Nq − (q + 1)| ≤ [2g
√

q],

where [x] denotes the integer part of the real number x. In 1983, Serre [12]

improved the Hasse-Weil bound in the following way

Theorem 1.2.2. (Serre Bound) The number Nq of Fq-rational points on a

curve C of genus g satisfies the inequality

|Nq − (q + 1)| ≤ g[2
√

q].
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Despite the fact that the Serre Bound is sharp, improvements to this

bound have been made for some particular cases.
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Chapter 2

Codes on surfaces

The construction made by Goppa works for any algebraic variety, not

necessarily for curves only. The construction of good codes on higher dimen-

sional varieties is more complicated, by the simple fact that, generally speak-

ing, it is not easy to estimate and control the number of zeros of algebraic

functions on higher dimensional varieties. On curves, points can be thought

as divisors, and the Riemann-Roch theorem makes possible a good description

for the codes.

In [8], Hansen develops methods for obtaining lower bounds on the

parameters of codes constructed from varieties of arbitrary dimension. His

methods are general, and the bounds obtained are usually as good as the ones

previously known (at least of the same order of magnitude with respect to the

size of the ground field). He also gives several examples coming from Deligne-

Lusztig varieties (since so many good codes arise from Deligne-Lusztig curves),

complete intersection of Hermitian hypersurfaces and also from ruled surfaces

(more generally, projective bundles on a curve).

In our work, we focus on codes built over algebraic surfaces whose

Néron-Severi group has low rank, preferably 1. The reason for constructing
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codes on surfaces with Néron-Severi group of rank 1 is the following: if we

intersect it with an irreducible surface of lower degree (both surfaces in P3),

we obtain an irreducible curve, and this results in good parameters for the

code. Unfortunately, surfaces with rank 1 are not easy to find, but we are able

to construct good codes using surfaces with low rank, not necessarily 1.

2.1 Some preliminaries

On the following definitions, the varieties are defined over a field k. In

our case k = Fq.

Definition 2.1.1. A prime divisor on a surface X is an irreducible closed

curve on X. A Weil divisor (which will be referred here simply as a divisor) is

an element of the free abelian group Div X generated by the prime divisors.

We write a divisor as

D =
m
∑

i=1

niYi,

where the Yi are prime divisors and the ni are integers. If all the ni are positive,

we say that D is effective .

Definition 2.1.2. Assume X is nonsingular in codimension 1. Then, given a

function f ∈ k(X), we can consider the divisor

div(f) =
∑

C⊂X

vC(f)C,

where vC(f) is the order of the zero (or pole) of f along C. Such a divisor is

called a principal divisor and we denote it by (f). Two divisors are linearly

equivalent if their difference is a principal divisor.
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Definition 2.1.3. The group of divisors of X modulo linear equivalence is

called the Picard group of X, and we denote it by Pic(X).

Definition 2.1.4. Similar to the definition given in Section 1.2, we define the

Fq-linear space L(G) for a divisor G on a surface X as

L(G) = {f ∈ Fq(X) | (f) ≥ −G} ∪ {0}.

Definition 2.1.5. Let X and T be two irreducible varieties. For any t ∈ T ,

the map it : x 7→ (x, t) defines an embedding X ↪→ X × T . Every divisor

C on X × T with supp(C) # X × t defines a pullback divisor i∗t (C) on X.

A family of divisors on X with base T is any map f : T → DivX. We say

that the family f is algebraic if there exists a divisor C ∈ Div(X × T ) such

that i∗t (C) is defined for each t ∈ T and i∗t (C) = f(t). Two divisors D1 and

D2 are algebraically equivalent if there exists an algebraic family of divisors f

on X with base T , and two points x1 and x2 in T such that f(t1) = D1 and

f(t2) = D2. Observe that linear equivalence implies algebraic equivalence.

Definition 2.1.6. We denote by Pico(X) the subgroup of Pic(X) consisting

of the equivalence classes of divisors which are algebraically equivalent to 0.

Definition 2.1.7. The group of divisors on X modulo algebraic equivalence

is called the Néron-Severi group of X, and we denote it by NS(X). It was

proved by Severi (for fields of characteristic 0) and Néron (the general case)

that if X is a nonsingular projective variety then NS(X) is finitely generated.
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2.2 Bounds on the minimal distance

Definition 2.2.1. Let G be a divisor on a projective surface X, both defined

over the finite field Fq, and rational points P1, . . . , Pn on X but not on G. We

can define a code C as the image of the map

ϕ : L(G) −→ Fq
n

f 7−→ (f(P1), f(P2), ..., f(Pn))

The natural questions arising from this construction are what are the

possible (or best) length, dimension and minimal distance for these codes. The

length is tied up with the number of points on surfaces over finite fields, of

which much less is known than in the case of curves. For a survey up to 1996,

see [19]. For some recent results, see [20]. The dimension is the easiest to

compute, once we know the map ϕ is injective. Then it is just the dimension

of L(G) which can be estimated using the Riemann-Roch theorem for surfaces

([9] Theorem 1.6, V). The injectivity of ϕ is often a by-product of lower bounds

for the minimal distance of C. To obtain bounds for the minimal distance of

C, we need to estimate the number of rational zeros of f ∈ L(G) in X, which

translates into understanding how zero sets of functions on surfaces decompose

in irreducible components (once we know the decomposition, use, for example

the Hasse-Weil-Serre bound for curves). Precisely, the minimal distance of C

will be given by

d = n− max
f∈L(G)

#{ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | f(Pi) = 0}.

13



When X is a smooth surface whose Néron-Severi group has rank 1,

and we take functions of degree less than the degree of the surface, we can

completely describe how the zero sets of functions decompose into irreducible

components, using the following result.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let X ⊂ P3 be a smooth surface of degree d defined over Fq.

Assume that the rank of the Néron-Severi group of X is 1. Let Y ⊂ P3 be an

irreducible surface of degree m < d defined over Fq. Then X∩Y is irreducible.

Proof:

Step 1: Pico(X) = 0 (this works for any smooth surface in P3).

Proof: Mumford (in [11], theorem on page 196) shows that

dim(Pico(X)) ≤ dim(H1(X, OX))

and since X ⊂ P3 and X is smooth, Beauville (in [1], page 99, Lemma VIII.9)

shows that

dim(H1(X, OX)) = 0

and so dim(Pico(X)) = 0.

Step 2: Let C0 be a plane section of X. Then NS(X) = C0Z.
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Proof: By hypothesis, NS(X) is cyclic of rank 1 so if D is a generator,

C0 ∼ nD for some n ∈ Z, and without loss of generality (replacing D by −D

if necessary) n > 0. Let us assume that n > 1 and this will lead us to a

contradiction. By step 1 above, C0 is already equal to nD, i.e there exists a

plane H with nD = H ∩ X. Suppose that x, y and z are affine coordinates

and H is given by z = 0. So X ∩H is given by h(x, y)n. But then

g(x, y, z) = h(x, y)n + zR(x, y, z)

for some R (here g is such that X is given by g = 0). So

gx = nhn−1hx + zRx

gy = nhn−1hy + zRy

gz = zRz + R

and we observe that any point with h = R = 0 is a singularity of X, contra-

dicting its smoothness.

Step 3: If Y is an irreducible surface in P3 of degree m < d then X ∩Y

is irreducible.

Proof: Suppose X ∩ Y is reducible, so let X ∩ Y = C1 ∪ C2. Then, by

step 2 above, C1 ∼ a1C0 and C2 ∼ a2C0 with a1 + a2 = m, since Y ∼ mH .

By step 1 this is a linear equivalence, so there exist polynomials f1 and f2 in

15



Fq[z0, z1, z2, z3] such that

(f1) = C1 − a1C0,

(f2) = C2 − a2C0

and

(f1f2) = C1 + C2 −mC0.

On the other hand,

(f) = C1 + C2 −mC0,

where f = 0 is the equation for Y , so

(

f1f2

f

)

= (0)

which implies that ∃λ ∈ k such that f1f2 = λf as functions on X, i.e,

g|(f1f2 − λf). But deg(g) = d, and deg(f1f2 − λf) = m < d, so f1f2 = λf as

polynomials, and f factors so Y is reducible.

Remark 2.2.1. Observe that Lemma 2.2.1 does not work if we drop the con-

dition m < d. To see this, consider the following example: Let X be given

by {g = 0}. Start with f1 and f2 such that deg(f1) + deg(f2) = d. So

X ∩ {f1f2 = 0} is reducible (call Y0 the surface given by {f1f2 = 0}). Then

Yλ : f1f2 + λg is a pencil of surfaces with an irreducible member (X, λ = ∞)

so a generic member is irreducible but X ∩ Yλ = X ∩ Y0 is reducible.
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2.3 Cubic Surfaces

In [16], Swinnerton-Dyer lists all the possibilities for the zeta function

of a non-singular cubic surface over a finite field. He shows that the zeta

function depends only on the rationality properties of the 27 lines contained

in the surface in the following way: the Frobenius endomorphism σ induces a

permutation σ∗ of the lines and σ∗ is an element of G, the group of permutation

of the lines which preserve incidence relations. Then for each conjugacy class

in G he determines the zeta function of the surface. There are 25 conjugacy

classes in total, and among those we have the possibility of having a cubic

surface defined over Fq with q2 +2q+1 points, and having Néron-Severi group

of rank 1 (Class 12 of Table 1, page 57 of [16]). Any other cubic listed in [16]

with more than q2 + 2q + 1 points will potentially have rank higher than 1. If

we can manage to find such a surface with the additional condition that there

exists a plane that does not intersect it in rational points, we can build a code

of length q2 + 2q + 1 by making the plane that does not intersect the surface

the plane at infinity. Using random searching, we were able to find surfaces

in P3 over F9 satisfying these requirements. So let us estimate the parameters

of such a code in F9. First, since q = 9, we have a surface S with 100 points,

which gives us a code of length 100. Using sections of degree at most 2, we

have that the dimension of the code is at most OP3(2) = 10 (and since X has

enough points, we will see that the dimension is exactly 10). Take the linear

space of sections to be generated by

{x2, xy, xz, x, y2, yz, y, z2, z, 1}.

17



Taking a surface Q ⊆ P3 of degree 2, we see that the intersection X ∩ Q is

either an irreducible curve or two plane cubics. These are the only possibilities

because of Lemma 2.2.1, since Q can be an irreducible quadric surface or a pair

of planes. Let us estimate the maximum number of points on the intersection.

Irreducible case: using the adjunction formula, we see that such a curve has

genus g ≤ 4. If g = 4, we can use the Stöhr-Voloch bound [15] for the number

of points, since it admits a classical system. For a curve C ∈ Pn defined over

Fq of degree d and genus g, we have that the number of rational points N is

bounded by

N ≤ 1

n
(n(n− 1)(g − 1) + d(q + n))

which in our case (n = 3, q = 9, g = 4, d = 6) gives us N ≤ 30. Ob-

serve that this is better than Serre’s improvement to Hasse-Weil bound N ≤

q + 1 + g[2
√

q] = 34. If g < 4 we can use the Hasse-Weil bound, and have

N ≤ q + 1 + g[2
√

q] ≤ 28

Two plane cubics: we know that the genus of a plane cubic is 1, and we use

Hasse-Weil to estimate the number of points, so N ≤ 2(q + 1 + g[2
√

q]) = 32.

If Q ⊆ P3 has degree 1, then Q is a plane, and the intersection is a plane

cubic, and we use Hasse-Weil to conclude that the intersection has at most

q + 1 + g[2
√

q] = 16 points.
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We conclude that constructing a code over F9 using X with 100 points by

evaluating functions of degree at most 2, we will obtain an error-correcting

code of length 100, dimension at most 10 and minimum distance at least 68.

As mentioned before, we have found surfaces satisfying the conditions needed.

If we denote by g a generator of the group F9
∗, by h ∈ F9[x, y, z, w] the

equation that defines the non-intersecting plane and by a vector

vf = [cx3, cx2y, cx2z, cx2w, cxy2 , cxyz, cxyw, cxz2, . . . , cz2w, czw2, cw3]

of length 20 the surface in P3 defined by the equation

cx3x3 + cx2yx
2y + cx2zx

2z + cx2wx2w + . . . + czw2zw2 + cw3w3 = 0,

we have that the surface

vf = [g, g, g2, g2, g5, g7, g2, g2, 1, 0, g, g5, 2, g6, g3, g, 1, g6, g2.g7]

and the plane

h(x, y, z, w) = g6x + 2y + 2z + w − 1

give us a [100, 10, 68] code, showing that the bounds for dimension and minimal

distance are actually attained.

2.4 Zeta Function and Tate’s Conjecture

Given a projective, non-singular variety X of dimension n defined over

Fq, we denote the number of points of X whose coordinates lie in Fqr by Nr.

The zeta function of X is defined as
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ZX(t) = exp

(

∞
∑

r=1

Nr
tr

r

)

. (2.1)

By results of Dwork [4], Grothendieck [7] and Deligne [3], we have that ZX(t)

is a rational function that can be written as

ZX(t) =
P1(t)P3(t)...P2n−1(t)

P0(t)P2(t)...P2n(t)
(2.2)

where P0(t) = 1 − t, P2n(t) = 1 − qnt and for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1, Pi(t) is a

polynomial with integer coefficients, and it can be written as

Pi(t) =

Bi
∏

j=1

(1− αijt)

where the αij are algebraic integers with |αij| = q
i
2 , and Bi is the ith Betti

number of X. From (2.1) and (2.2) it is easy to find that

Nr = 1 + qnr +

2n−1
∑

i=1

(

Bi
∑

j=1

(−1)iαr
ij

)

. (2.3)

In particular, for surfaces, we have that

Nr = 1 + q2r +

3
∑

i=1

(

Bi
∑

j=1

(−1)iαr
ij

)

(2.4)

and this will be important to estimate the rank of the Néron-Severi group of a

surface. In [18], Tate has conjectured that the rank of the Néron-Severi group

of a surface S equals the number of α2j in (2.4) with α2j = q. Although equality
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has not been proved yet, in the same paper he proves that rank(NS(S)) ≤

#{α2j |α2j = q}.

2.5 Weil Restriction of Scalars

Let C be a plane curve of genus g defined over Fq2 by f(x, y) = 0, but

not defined over Fq. Let {1, α} be a basis for Fq2 as a Fq-vector space, with

(it will become clear later why we have picked α satisfying this condition)

σ(α) =

{

−α + 1 if 2 | q;
−α otherwise

where σ is the Frobenius automorphism of Fq. If x and y are in Fq2, we can

write

x = x1 + αx2

y = y1 + αy2

uniquely with x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ Fq. Moreover, we have that

f(x, y) = f(x1 + αx2, y1 + αy2)

= f1(x1, x2, y1, y2) + αf2(x1, x2, y1, y2)

with f1(x1, x2, y1, y2), f2(x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ Fq[x1, x2, y1, y2]. So we can consider

the surface S (in 4-dimensional space) defined over Fq by f1(x1, x2, y1, y2) =

f2(x1, x2, y1, y2) = 0. The surface S is denoted by WF
q2

/Fq
(C) and it is called
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the Weil restriction of scalars of C over Fq2 . This is a particular case of the

general construction: let k be a finite field and K a Galois extension of k of

degree n. Let C be a curve defined over K but not over k. The Weil restriction

of scalars of C over K (denoted by WK/k(C)) is a variety of dimension n defined

over k, and WK/k(C) ∼= C × Cσ × . . .× Cσn−1

.

Proposition 2.5.1. Given C and S = WF
q2

/Fq
(C) as above, we have that

#S(Fql) =

{

#C(Fq2l) if l is odd;
(

#C(Fql)
)2

if l is even.

Proof: The odd case is straightforward. It follows directly from the construc-

tion, since we have that C is defined over Fq2l, but it is not defined over Fql (if

it were defined over Fql, then it would be also on Fql ∩Fq2 = Fq, contradicting

our original assumption). So we are left to prove the case l even. For that, we

are going to show that

S ∼= C × Cσ

over Fql with l even. First, observe that l even implies that α ∈ Fql. Using

the notation as above for f, fσ, f1 and f2 (with the only difference that now

we consider fσ a polynomial on the variables z and w) we have that we need

to show

Fql[x1, x2, y1, y2]/(f1, f2) ∼=
(

Fql[x, y]/(f)
)

⊗F
ql

(

Fql[z, w]/(fσ)
)

.

We have that

(

Fql[x, y]/(f)
)

⊗F
ql

(

Fql[z, w]/(fσ)
) ∼= Fql[x, y, z, w]/(f, fσ)
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and so

Fql[x1, x2, y1, y2]/(f1, f2) ∼= Fql[x, y, z, w]/(f, fσ)

follows easily from the identifications (and now becomes clear the choice we

made for α)

x ←→ x1 + αx2

y ←→ y1 + αy2

z ←→ x1 + σ(α)x2

w ←→ y1 + σ(α)y2

With the result of proposition 2.5.1 and using Tate’s conjecture, we are now

able to estimate the rank of the Néron-Severi group of a surface S constructed

as above. In the case l odd, we have that

#S(Fql) = #C(Fq2l)

= 1 + q2l −
2g
∑

j=1

αj
2l

where the last equality follows from (2.3) with n = 1, and in this case, B1 = 2g.

The result above could lead us to think that rank (NS(S)) ≤ 2g. But we have

to consider that an eigenvalue and its negative might occur simultaneously, so

cancellations can be happening there. So let us take a look at the case l even:
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#S(Fql) =
(

#C(Fql)
)2

=

(

1 + ql −
2g
∑

j=1

αj
l

)2

= 1 + 2ql + q2l − 2(1 + ql)

(

2g
∑

j=1

αj
l

)

+

(

2g
∑

j=1

αj
l

)2

= 1 + 2ql + q2l − 2

2g
∑

j=1

αj
l − 2

2g
∑

j=1

(qαj)
l +

(

2g
∑

j=1

αj
l

)2

Observe that eigenvalues equal to q can only come from the terms 2ql and
(

∑2g
j=1 αj

l
)2

, since |αj | = q
1

2 . Also, note that the αj occur in pairs, i.e, αj and

σ(αj) are both reciprocal of roots of the polynomial P1(t) in the zeta function

of C. These facts imply that
(

∑2g
j=1 αj

l
)2

will contribute with, at least 2g,

and at most 4g2 eigenvalues equal to q, which gives us the estimate

2 + 2g ≤ rank (NS(S)) ≤ 2 + 4g2,

where the second inequality follows from Tate’s result in [18], and the first

inequality follows from the fact that Tate’s conjecture is true for product of

curves, proved by himself in [17]. Now observe that the number of summands

for the odd and even cases are different (cancellations do happen), so the

bounds can be improved. We have 2g in the case l odd and 4g2 + 2 in the

case l even. That means that half of their difference are eigenvalues which are

negative of the eigenvalues on the other half, and we get the improvement

g + 1 ≤ rank (NS(S)) ≤ 2g2 + g + 1.
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2.6 Some Codes

We are able now to construct some surfaces using Weil descent and

estimate the rank of its Néron-Severi group. We have shown how the rank

depends on the genus of the curve C, so we do not want to work with curves

of high genus. The first attempt was to use Weil’s descent of elliptic curves.

We have found reasonable codes, but nothing very impressive. One can say

that this happened because the surfaces did not have many points. Roughly

speaking, our codes are good if given the surface and a space of curves on

this surface, we can get many points laying ”outside” of each of these curves.

Again, in general terms, we expect a surface to have the square of number of

points that a curve has, so it is reasonable to expect that if we do not have

many points on the surface, the difference can not be big enough to give us a

good code. With that in mind, we used hyperelliptic curves instead, and we

have found better ones. We have constructed codes over F7 using sections of

degree at most 2, more specifically, we took the 11-dimensional F7-linear space

generated by

{x1 + x2, y1 + y2, gx1 + ḡx2, gy1 + ḡy2, x1x2, y1y2,

gx1y2 + ḡx2y1, x1y1 + x2y2, gx1y1 + ḡx2y2, x1y2 + x2y1}

(where ḡ = σ(g), σ the Frobenius automorphism of F49, g a generator of F49
∗),

and we have found codes with the parameters displayed on Table 2.1 (n is the

length, k is the dimension, d is the minimal distance, dbest is the best minimal
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distance found so far, considering the bounds on minimal distance on linear

codes kept by Andries Brower in [2] and f(x, y) ∈ F49[x, y] is the polynomial

that defines a hyperelliptic curve that gave such a code).

We have also found some codes of length higher than 50, but since Brower’s

tables do not have yet dbest for linear codes over F7 with n ≥ 51 we compare

the codes we have found with the best existing ones over F5 and F8. These

are shown on Table 2.2.

Since it would not be very practical to display here all the equations for the

hyperelliptic curves that gave us good codes, we have put only one of each.

The generating matrices for the codes on tables 2.1 and 2.2 are listed on the

appendix.

n k d dbest f

50 11 27 28 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g6x2 + g38x + g42

48 11 26 27 y2 + 6x5 + g28x3 + g4x2 + g44x + g26

42 11 22 23 y2 + 6x5 + g29x3 + g29x2 + g19x + g19

41 11 21 22 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g33x2 + g7

40 11 20 21 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g25x2 + g27x + g43

39 11 19 20 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g27x2 + g26x + g30

38 11 19 19 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g28x2 + 4x + g37

37 11 18 19 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g29x2 + g25x + g26

36 11 17 18 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g31x2 + g25x + g27

35 11 17 18 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g5x2 + g28x + 1
34 11 16 17 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g41x2 + g2x + g22

33 11 15 16 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + 5x2 + g22x + g38

31 11 14 15 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g10x2 + g37x + g19

30 11 13 14 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g33x2 + g36x + g23

29 11 12 13 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g33x2 + g26x + g28

28 11 12 13 y2 + 6x5 + g29x3 + 6x2 + g14x + g14

Table 2.1: Best codes found over F7 with n ≤ 50
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n k d dbest/F5 dbest/F8 f

71 11 42 41 47 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g28x2 + g38x + 3
70 11 41 40 46 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g29x2 + 2x + g47

69 11 41 39 45 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g31x2 + g38x + 6
68 11 40 39 44 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g25x2 + g17x + g12

67 11 39 38 43 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + 4x2 + g31x + g47

65 11 38 37 42 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g26x2 + g33x + g35

64 11 37 36 42 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g31x2 + 4x + g38

62 11 36 35 40 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g26x2 + g44x + g37

59 11 34 33 37 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g42x2 + g27x + g20

58 11 33 32 36 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g34x2 + g33x + g42

57 11 32 31 35 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g25x2 + g36x + g34

56 11 31 30 34 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g25x2 + g38x + g26

54 11 30 29 32 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g27x2 + g26x + g26

53 11 29 28 31 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g29x2 + g29x + g30

52 11 29 27 30 y2 + 6x5 + g30x3 + g42x2 + g18x + 1
51 11 28 27 29 y2 + 6x5 + g27x3 + g29x2 + g9x + g44

Table 2.2: Best codes found over F7 with n > 50
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Chapter 3

Decoding

3.1 Low-Density Parity-Checking (LDPC) Codes

A LDPC code is a linear error-correcting code whose parity check ma-

trix has a small number of nonzero entries on each row and column (i.e the

parity check matrix is sparse). It was invented in the early 60’s [5] but did not

draw much attention until 30 years later. LDPC codes over F2 can be repre-

sented by a bipartite graph. On one side, the n variable nodes correspond to

the symbols in the codeword. On the other side, the m checknodes correspond

to the parity check conditions on the adjacent variable nodes.

3.2 The Algorithm

We present here a decoding algorithm for the error-correcting codes we

have constructed on algebraic surfaces. The decoding algorithm uses a divide-

and-conquer technique and is inspired on the Luby-Mitzenmacher decoding

algorithm presented in [10], section IV-B. The idea is to split the parity check

conditions for C into several sets of parity check conditions for codes on curves

on the surface. This way, we construct a sparse parity check matrix for C.

Let X and {P1, . . . , Pn} ⊂ X as in 2.2. Let Y1, . . . , Yr ⊂ X be curves on
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X, and let {Pi | i ∈ Ik} be the set of points in Yk∩{P1, . . . , Pn}. In practice, it

is useful to minimize the size of the pairwise intersection of the curves Yk. For

instance, we fix a projective embedding of X and take the Yk to be hyperplane

sections the number of points on the intersection of any two such curves is

bounded by the degree of the surface.

For each k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, define the map

πk : C −→ Fq
nk

(c1, . . . , cn) 7−→ (cl1 , . . . , clnk
)

where Ik = {l1, . . . , lnk
} and thus πk is the projection of C on the coordinates

that correspond to points in Yk. Let Mk be a parity check matrix for πk(C)

and define M̄k by

(M̄k)i,j =

{

(Mk)i,j if j ∈ Ik;

0 otherwise.

Note that the parity check equations coming from M̄k are satisfied by

the elements of C. Let M denote the matrix obtained by concatenating all

the M̄k, so that the parity check equations coming from M are satisfied by

the elements of C also. Assume we can choose Y1, . . . , Yr so that ker M = C.

Unfortunately we cannot yet prove that such a set exists but in practice (we

give an example below) such sets are plentiful. For future reference, we will

say that {Y1, . . . , Yr} satisfies the kernel condition if ker M = C. Note that M

has sparse rows if X has many more rational points than each Yk and it has

sparse columns when any pair of Yk’s intersect in few points.

Under these conditions, the decoding algorithm is the following:
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1. Given a word w, generate the subword πi(w), where i is chosen at will;

2. Use a decoding algorithm for codes on curves to decode πi(w), and re-

place the corresponding coordinates of w by those of the decoded word;

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 as many times as necessary so that for each i in

{1, . . . , r}, πi(w) is a word in πi(C).

Observe that the ideal condition in 3 might not always be satisfied, so

it is useful to introduce a bound on the number of iterations or test for some

stationary situation.

This procedure is close to that of [10] where it is described for LDPC

codes over large alphabets, having projections contained in Reed-Solomon

codes. In our case, codes from surfaces are often LDPC codes and have pro-

jections contained in codes from curves.

It is interesting to note that Goppa codes coming from curves are sel-

dom LDPC, since their duals are also Goppa codes coming from curves and,

as such, have large minimal distance, whereas the dual of an LDPC code has

small minimal distance, by definition.

3.3 Simulation Results

Using a cubic surface in P3 over F9 and G = 2H , we constructed in

2.3 a code of length 100, dimension 10 and minimal distance 68. We used

this code to run some simulations of the decoding algorithm. Using random
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search, we were able to find several sets of 15 plane sections satisfying the

kernel condition (but no less than 15).

For comparison we did two searches for plane sections. The first was

random and the second we only looked at plane sections with many points.

Curves with few points will give codes with small minimal distance and poor

error correcting capacity. Also, they contribute few parity check conditions,

meaning that we will need more curves to satisfy the kernel condition, affecting

the overall performance of the algorithm. We thus selected only curves with

at least 15 points, which is very close to the Weil bound for such a curve.

On step 1 of the algorithm, we picked i randomly among the elements

of the set {1, . . . , r} but no repetition was allowed until all elements had been

picked. We used random choice of i to possibly minimize undesired stationary

situations.

For the step 2, we used the Zimmermann minimum weight algorithm

[21] to decode the code on a curve. This algorithm is already implemented in

the MAGMA package.

We ran experiments with 11000 words for each noise weight, and the

results are shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2. For each k in {1, . . . , 34} we com-

puted the percentage of effective correction when a random noise of weight

k was added to a random codeword. On figure 3.1, the circles correspond to

the performances of the algorithm using curves with at least 15 points, and

the crosses correspond to the performances when no non-trivial constraint was
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imposed on the number of points on each curve. The performances were sub-

stantially distinct. In figure 3.2 we compare the effectiveness of the algorithm

according to how i (as in step 1) is picked. The circles correspond to random

choice of i and the crosses to sequential choice of i, both using the plane sec-

tions with many points. As we can see, there was no noticeable difference on

the effectiveness. Finally we remark that the decoding algorithm implemented

in MAGMA was unable to perform decoding on this code.
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Figure 3.1: Curves with many points versus any curves
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Figure 3.2: Sequential versus random choice of i
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Appendix

Generating matrices for the codes over F7 listed on tables 2.1 and 2.2.

[ 71, 11, 42 ] :

[22110033553355004466444400115566226660055444433222200443366333300221100]

[52001616003452521661165252004361160003461526143162561001643524325164334]

[11551122335555551111664444001155552266600552244332222006633113333662200]

[25160052432525163416161643433452521600052345243001652163461164316004352]

[11442211554433116633115544662233554462233114466223311556622115544223300]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[52342534611600255225161643162525614301600435200522552162552161600434300]

[25255252613452340034006152614361615206116003416342552610043433434436100]

[55226644441155224433662222446633442205533553355661133224411225511665544]

[34523443165261161634610016160034612505261432516002500166116162534252500]

[52435200161643526161345234614361343406125255252432525611652004300520000]

[ 70, 11, 41 ] :

[1111002233553344555500331144664444005566226655444422224433663333002211]

[4352522561615252165225165252341652521643166134000061251600525261521652]

[5511110022335533445555003311116644441155556600552233220066331133336622]

[6152431616163425164316004352523425343443525200524316161616162552431643]

[4466223311554466223311554466331155442233556633114422335566221155442233]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[0016162561524352341600255261254300610034611634340016256134163443345243]

[4334340052611643000052346125522543612516615216161616253434343461252534]

[1133221133335555662211662233444455554455443355114433116622225533226622]

[2525250000523443434352432534524325006152613461616134254343522552614300]
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[4343612552434316253400160000250061165200340052430043255243165200434316]

[ 69, 11, 41 ] :

[221111225533445555003311440055556600442233222200633661133330066221100]

[431616345225165252000034162552522543435252525216034165200520061001625]

[115511003355334455550033444411662266554444332222466336611333300662200]

[435234524316525216434300160016161634344343525200052342516525252525216]

[114466335544662233115544554422114422115566223311466223311554466223300]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[430061346134521634433461522500256143341634612543016343425343400525200]

[431616001652520043254361165234612500616134006134025251661255243432500]

[554444442211443322444455663322221166662222333366044445522331133114411]

[004300000052526100523434343425342534000034164361025161616612534340000]

[431625345234613416344343615243256134612552431634016342552524316253400]

[ 68, 11, 40 ] :

[22551100225533445500331144116644116655226644224433220033661100221100]

[52003416341652163434523400164352254361524334164352254325433416523434]

[11221111003355335555003311441144005566556655442244332266336633662200]

[43522534001634432500345252436143003416521652006134004300610052435225]

[11556622335544663311554466223355663311556611554466221166223344223300]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[52344343435243256125005261432552614316003461001661345200523425345200]

[43003461614316521652431661252500252561251643165234613434432561523400]

[22111144556655221155554411221122336633336644661155335533115544224411]

[16000025166134520034341616252561524325252543343434005225162543433400]

[52436134250043252552165216431616346116340061251625162561520052005200]
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[ 67, 11, 39 ] :

[2255110022553344550011441144005566226664422442244336611333300662211]

[1652161634341600163452254300434316250433443345243251616522500434334]

[1122551100335533445533114444441155552665544223300663366113333006622]

[0052433425000052005225006116431616000162516252534163443431643436100]

[1155442233554466221144662255442233554661155442255662233115544662233]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[1600434352005216250043002561344361430340025612525343443003416161600]

[0052616152430000434316433452610025520162561432561612534163443434352]

[6633224411556611664455331122556666330661166115566114422221144551155]

[1652612525525200004300526125344334520256134256116611634433434346116]

[1643433416165261340016162516432500000005261611600343443163461250034]

[ 65, 11, 38 ] :

[11003355003311441166444400115566556666005522443322446633611336622]

[34346152435234256116160000435234615234160000434352164343000254343]

[11112255550033114411664444001155662266660044224422004466366330066]

[25251616433400161600524352612500525252345216164325166143043164343]

[66221133115544662233115544662233114466223355446633554466233556622]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[43526134250061433461003443346100164325341625160000613452034341661]

[34435243434361164343436125615225250025166125251625345243000344316]

[11113322555555113366444411115555333344441122665555661155044115555]

[00610000253434166143251652160061613425521652611616434361000343425]

[61255216521643433400434334165243165225436152165234520000043342525]

[ 64, 11, 37 ] :

[1111335533553311441166441155226666005544224422004433663300221100]
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[1643164352615234341643344300164316162552521616522552522552523461]

[5511223355550033114411440066552266660055442222220066331133662200]

[1643526134521625520034003416344334161625164316520025520025162516]

[4466115544335544662233556611554466223311554433115566221144223300]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[2552342543252500614361434300346116255225252561163461161661002500]

[0016525216342543520025255261610061430043001643251634162500430000]

[6655441155332211446666556622445544661155222266333355333355221133]

[5234430034615252524325342516611600250000611652166161000016526100]

[6161004343006134614343160000614352525243162534615225165216341600]

[ 62, 11, 36 ] :

[22551133445500334466440011556655666600522222443366113333006611]

[52430016431625525243525216431616525216034043164316522543253416]

[11225522335555001111444400115566226666044322006633661133330022]

[52434300163416164316164300164300431643052034341616340016160052]

[11554411663311556633554466223311446622355233556622331155446633]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[52005261522500252543164334433461005200034000163434251652005252]

[52431661615252255225615216006100252534061034162534162543344325]

[33554466664411222266222266662266222222044066446666553366115544]

[00436134610052520025001661436161160034061052611600160016343400]

[52612543433400614361523452253461254300034016342534345200006134]

[ 59, 11, 34 ] :

[55110022334455550033664444001155226660044222266113300662200]

[43161600432500431616520000160052343402543434352164300435216]

[22111100553344555500116644440066552266622332233663333006600]

[61343443610052614300524316341643525200016346152431616612552]
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[55662233446622331155331155446611554462244223322335544662200]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[43614325611652520025006161252525342503416342516435225431600]

[43166152253416006134614352345234433404325340016344316162500]

[11444444113311112266334422442222444403366661133226622115544]

[43002525433461616143613425162561433401661251600341661610000]

[25253452610025160016251616525225342504316526116430052612500]

[ 58, 11, 33 ] :

[2211112255334455553344001155552266664444332200661133221100]

[4352345200520016434343000034345243342534523452253461252543]

[1155110033553344550066440011665522665522442222446633662200]

[6116252552254352613416165225004361520000345225002516001616]

[1144663355446622335511446622115544661144663311443355223300]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[4352433443435200525234523400432500252561613443341600161600]

[6161342543340052001643614361002534252500343400342552162500]

[1122115511554444116666221111552211443355554455331133331166]

[5252005234160061616161163443432552251661343434522561432500]

[4300610034432552160061254316431634256161253434252543341600]

[ 57, 11, 32 ] :

[110022445500114466444455665522660055442332200663333001100]

[435234342500163416522552430000613434430615216005234250043]

[111100334455331111664411556655226600554443322446633332200]

[341600520016522516340052164316165225610522534163452164343]

[662233662211446633115522331155442233115662211446655443300]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[006143614316161600255234610052340025250342516342516004300]
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[522561161643430043526143433400342525160522552166116344300]

[662255443322441166553333664422334411110335544225544114455]

[613416160034613443432516254300252552520526143613416343400]

[431625616161004361433416430025520061000161661436116003400]

[ 56, 11, 31 ] :

[55335555331144114400555522660044223322446633661133330000]

[43160000164316523425435252524343005200432552525234430061]

[22223344003311446644116655666655444433004466336611333300]

[43345243433452345200434325161661522543340043165225615252]

[55115522554466221144221155662211556622554466223311554400]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[00004343526161616125162561523425342534253452160025343400]

[43434352005216522552613425253416343425613425341616005200]

[55441144226644554433552255226611115544663322223311111133]

[43523425000000162534526125000052433452165200521625522500]

[61343434525252616152522543434300436143002534165200254300]

[ 54, 11, 30 ] :

[225511335533550066444400116655665522443322336633332200]

[433452435234164334161643003400344300254316001652522561]

[112211223355445511664444005566220044224422663311336600]

[345225612552431625163461432552001643161634160043340052]

[115566115544221133115544663311443355446633662211552200]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[434300523416616161163461165200340016432552343400161600]

[343416615243256152004343610025613416251625340016521600]

[664455115544226611664411441111556644116644226622553333]

[163443253443250052610052161652004361251600433443344300]
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[434352001616611652341616616100166161433443433416003400]

[ 53, 11, 29 ] :

[22111133553344555500331164411552255442244332233006600]

[16250034526116613452344304300002534613443254352436116]

[11551122335533445555003314400115500554422442233330000]

[00161625161600522534006101652160052162561163425161600]

[11446611554466223311554435566225533115544663355446600]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[16165200522543346143614302534614343164316340000521600]

[00523452005252431643252503443255200250052433434523400]

[66112211223366331155551106611223344331111116655663366]

[16524316164352610000523406134525200005234435252004300]

[16162525612500612534340000043160043252516341616250000]

[ 52, 11, 29 ] :

[2255111100335555003311114455226655442200336611332200]

[1634001600523452611652430052004352430016615243431600]

[1122551111223355550033446611552200553322663366116600]

[0052163452522534163434345252163416344334522516430052]

[1155446622115533115544221122554433112211662233112200]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[1643346116613443526116254334522516343416161634344300]

[0034251643160061006100525243002516612552346152004300]

[6644224411331155334455661133226622664444335566556611]

[1634520034252552251616432516006161005243522552432500]

[1643432561255200254343253416251634614361341616255200]
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[ 51, 11, 28 ] :

[221122335533445555003311446666005524422661100661100]

[346143163443253452431625615216521600025526116525216]

[111100223355334455550033445522660042222446633002200]

[521634525216000016435200162516163404300431616162534]

[116633115544662233115544553344223354433443344663300]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[340016344361166134254343005252163400061255216432500]

[524334521652345243431643256100523401634164325431600]

[443366444466335522554433335566224404433223366225544]

[522543431616340000256125165225434306116524316342500]

[346100004361002516526152344316612500052001661523400]

[ 50, 11, 27 ] :

[55445500111166440055550055224433220033113300221100]

[52341652002561434316523400160016525234521643165200]

[22335555334411664411666600442244332266663333662200]

[34000016431616434343160016161634521625435261164343]

[55663311442233114422112233554466221166335544223300]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[34524325251625433461251634250016615261166116524300]

[52162534344334006143616143342525004300160034253400]

[55556622441133555522225522662244332211224411662244]

[52163416434334343443345234165225166143163425430000]

[16001652521661524361256143000025432534434361431600]

[ 48, 11, 26 ] :

[225511225544553366440055665522002233224433332200]
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[616134523416001661006152433452615234166143164316]

[112211003333440011444411556655664444330066116600]

[165225160034165252521625615225161652435261523400]

[115566335566225533554422331155225566225566112200]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[615243610061164361254361164361612516160043005200]

[166134614352341634430052612525000061525234343400]

[333311225544224433113355114455332244223311446666]

[526100165252436134343400002525166161522500520000]

[614361431652616125523452254343161616163416343400]

[ 42, 11, 22 ] :

[110022335033114444115566004433220044663311]

[432561000052524343430043525252435225163400]

[111100225500336644006666662244332200333322]

[610052520034161634615261252516435200520052]

[662233113155441155661166224466221155225533]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[164300430000003400340061523452251634343452]

[003461610043254361612500004334002516165252]

[113333110055226666111111555522553333445511]

[436116160034616134165234256134521661254325]

[343452340016526125160043253434616152346125]

[ 41, 11, 21 ] :
[22003355335500344664444665566662211332211]

[43164352160034061431643434361160000344361]

[11112233555555011116644556622662266116622]

[61161643344325052341643341652345252256116]
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[11221155443311566331155331144663333112233]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[43521661522543061611661433452161625251616]

[61340016164361043250043256125612500164343]

[11666622444411033666655666633441111111133]

[52521600433425025256152434334005200256116]

[43254352525234043433434613434526152000052]

[ 40, 11, 20 ] :
[2222554455553344441122554444446633006622]

[0025431652434352161616345234005243520034]

[1100333344550066440055005522004433330066]

[4300614343341625523443002525165234525200]

[1133556622335511556655331144554455446622]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[0052252500000043162516342561165200524352]

[4343525243436143002561164343612516343452]

[4433112222666655444422555511223366331155]

[3434005225251652435261610025164343524361]

[0061432543615225346116524361614352253416]

[ 39, 11, 19 ] :
[225533335555114110011556666004422001100]

[526134612534430003434255243524334166116]

[112222554455331444400112266665544226600]

[525252520000430525225164343164325161600]

[115511442233446224466224466221155113300]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[525216254352340000061520025165243345200]

[526134431661430616161162561522500614300]
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[333344333355550114411112255225511663366]

[006134520025160166116161643434352344300]

[524316256134160000043522516614325431600]

[ 38, 11, 19 ] :
[55113355445544555566224433006633336611]

[25345243006152342516525234001643615216]

[22552233335566116666442244223311330022]

[16002561521634251652161652430016162534]

[55441155663311221166554466112211556633]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[52435225160025005252253416343443002534]

[25163452006152616100002561520034526100]

[11555511113355111144222244446666335544]

[25000000003443436161611661253416611625]

[52613443612543165216163416433416430052]

[ 37, 11, 18 ] :
[2255112233555500114664455002244116600]

[3416160016525252250521616004343162561]

[1122550022335555331116611664400660000]

[2552524300252516000433443523416521652]

[1155443311553311446331122225555336600]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[3416002561340025430614361616100346100]

[2516165261525234430612543343416340000]

[1144444466555522330224422116666441133]

[1616432534346116250614343436161340000]

[3443165243164352520340061162525526100]
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[ 36, 11, 17 ] :
[551100334466440066225544441133330011]

[525261431625520052162552255234165216]

[221111223311664455550055226611333322]

[253416344300161634000052005252523416]

[556622116633114433553311443311554433]

[111111111111111111111111111111111111]

[165216432552615243252516430016611616]

[524300165216346152613461001652001652]

[555533662233222255663333333344445566]

[521661005216611661614352431652340043]

[340061162500002552001652435216436100]

[ 35, 11, 17 ] :
[22552244550011115522466336633006611]

[00436134435216161634061252516612543]

[11220033445533441155044663311330022]

[16435252342534003452016000000161661]

[11553366221144222255544662211446633]

[11111111111111111111111111111111111]

[00000061433400430034052006143346161]

[16436116430061002543034340016000016]

[22553344665544664444033333366331111]

[61431616524343436143000256100430000]

[00615261254316435234034616161436152]

[ 34, 11, 16 ] :
[2211223344004411664400226644222200]

[4343433443432516431625435216164325]

[1111005533551144116644552255226600]

[4343610061341616340016432534341600]
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[1166334466116622331144554411332200]

[1111111111111111111111111111111111]

[4352611661164343613400006100523400]

[4316520061001643256143346134250000]

[5555115511661166666611555544446633]

[0034251661611600250043344325003400]

[4361251634614343431600163443435200]

[ 33, 11, 15 ] :
[113355335533114465566554422226633]

[524361522516005202516615243521643]

[552233555500446656622005544333311]

[431652430034162500016521661431616]

[441155443355221131144331155222211]

[111111111111111111111111111111111]

[001643431661004305252000052003443]

[520052614361434300000161625343434]

[226633223344225503366332211226666]

[611661526116345205225613400520016]

[524352432543002505216256134343416]

[ 31, 11, 14 ] :
[2255445331100552200441100661100]

[6116250003400160052165216164343]

[1122334003344115566226633002200]

[5216160520016435216003452341661]

[1155662554444225522443344663300]

[1111111111111111111111111111111]

[6100430256152614316252525521600]

[5216340526161430052001661523400]
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[3366110115522221122665544446611]

[1616340253416430043251643255200]

[6152430524325613461253452163400]

[ 30, 11, 13 ] :
[225533441100666644220033661133]

[161652435243341616434300165200]

[003355334444552222222266336633]

[435243614334521643431652345252]

[335544662244334444331166223355]

[111111111111111111111111111111]

[164343616152255225341616340052]

[003461612500430016251616251634]

[224422112266446622556611443311]

[000052614325432516610061161643]

[161643346125251625526161345225]

[ 29, 11, 12 ] :
[55111144511552200443311001100]

[34005216016002552525252344361]

[22551133544665566226666332200]

[00431643000521616255225004352]

[55446666322115522446633443300]

[11111111111111111111111111111]

[16522525043002516341634434300]

[34165252000255252435216346100]

[55442222066111122553355555533]

[34610052043525243614316612500]

[00253425043002561340025340000]
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[ 28, 11, 12 ] :
[1122116644446655223322631100]

[4316005216161616524352006100]

[5500441166442200444433432200]

[6134524316435200434334001652]

[4433223311554433556622453300]

[1111111111111111111111111111]

[0043006116250016160016001600]

[4343616100256152611661004300]

[1144112266224466225555003311]

[2534166161253425001625001600]

[4352003434256143255225005200]
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